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Letter From The Editor
Greetings, Fellow Sophonts:
This issue has been a long time coming, but I’m glad that it is finally here!
Ω
The last issue had exactly one article, on personalities within the Empty Quarter. I was determined to actually
deliver an adventure in the next issue, something tied to actual travelling. The Arrival Vengeance book of
MegaTraveller was my model, but with more detail, more graphics, and an even better price point.
To get the elbow room I wanted, I needed nice big starmaps: but there are none of sufficient size & scope for the
993 milieu. (A single sector of 40 by 32 parsecs is just so cramped!) So for the feature adventure of this issue,
“Exodus”, I had to go back to Classic Traveller’s map and timeframe, as given in Joshua Bell’s excellent website,
www.travellermap.com. Readers can cheerfully rewrite the details found here to their heart’s content, and are
invited to reshape and/or deepen the story as they wish.
There was another Big Idea I wanted to explore: the Imperial-Solomani relationship. To drive the storytelling, I also
wanted to get some kind of major culture-clash going on. Those who are interested in managing – and protecting –
an interstellar convoy also have a scenario tailored for them, and some pointers I hope will be useful. Also
provided is sufficient foundation to roleplay a transition into the Rebellion and early Virus Eras.
Finally, I wanted to try my hand at writing a longer history of a ruling family. I had already done a short history in
Stellar Reaches # 7 “House Layamon: A History”, but I wanted to do something more. For the gearhead, I wanted a
proper Low Berth liner as well: the ship design was expanded to included tanker and cargo variants. My thanks to
Ian Stead for his assistance with the starship diagrams.
Ω
This issue’s “Personality Profiles” cover an artilleryman mercenary with a special bit of kit; a group of high-tech
Julian explorers, sticking their snouts into the low-tech, Imperial side of the Lesser Rift to give a hand to the
weakest Vargr packs there; A Stellar Divinity believer with solid skills and a big dream; a Bwap ex-destroyer
captain, trying to navigate his way on a powerful and dangerous Solomani world; and a Princess from the civilized
Imperial Core, sent to earn her stripes in the chaotic Quarter.
“Imperial Dreams” is just a quick sketch of in-universe science fiction.
“The Royal Virtue” uses the work of R.J. Rushdoony to flesh out a bit on what it would mean to be a Christian
Imperial Noble. Surprisingly, it doesn’t have anything to do with property protection or wealth generation.
Ω
Depending on free available time and other commitments, it could well take another two years before the next
issue of Stellar Reaches is ready for publication. But I still have some ideas rattling around my head, and I hope to
get another issue out… eventually.
Reading ahead,
Alvin W. Plummer
Editor, Stellar Reaches fanzine
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BITS Task System
From pg. 8, BITS Writers’ Guidelines June 1999. Copyright ©1999, BITS. All Rights Reserved.
T20 Open Game Content from the article “Extending the Task Resolution System to T20” Copyright 2003, Jason Kemp.
MegaTraveller (MT), Traveller: The New Era (TNE) and Marc Miller’s Traveller (T4) all use a graduated system of task difficulty
ratings – Average, Difficult, Formidable, etc. ‘Classic’ Traveller (CT) and GURPS Traveller (GT) use modifiers to the task rolls
instead. Traveller T20 (T20) uses difficulty classes (DCs) to define target numbers for skill checks. The BITS Task System provides
a simplified common ground for all these rule sets, using difficulty ratings with corresponding task modifiers for CT and GT and
DCs for T20 as shown in Table 1. The means by which spectacular (GT: critical) success or failure are achieved are defined by the
rule set used. Similarly, the GM should apply the rules for special tasks – opposed, co-operative, hasty, cautious, etc. –
according to the rule set used. As always, these are only guidelines – the GM may alter any task roll as appropriate to enhance
the game.

TABLE 1: TASK DIFFICULTIES
BITS Task
Difficulty

T4
Difficulty

T4.1
Difficulty

GT Target
Modifier

TNE
Difficulty

MT
Difficulty

CT Target
Modifier

T20
DC

Easy
Average
Difficult
Formidable
Staggering
Impossible
Hopeless

Easy (Auto)
Average (2D)
Difficult (2.5D)
Formidable (3D)
Impossible (4D)
(5D)
(6D)

Easy (1D)
Average (2D)
Difficult (2.5D)
Formidable (3D)
Staggering (4D)
Hopeless (5D)
Impossible (6D)

+6
+3
0
-3
-6
-9
-12

Easy
Average
Difficult
Formidable
Impossible
Impossible
Impossible

Simple
Routine
Difficult
Difficult
Formidable
Impossible
Impossible

-4
-2
0
+2
+4
+6
+8

10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Ex. Maria Charles is forging a complex document, which the GM rules is a Staggering task. Maria has Forgery-4 (GT: Forgery-16,
T20: Forgery +18) and the relevant attribute (MT, T4) is INT 10 (TNE: INT 9, T20: 15).
CT: Task success is normally 2D + Skill >= 8. Maria requires 2D + Forgery >= 12 (8 + 4 for Staggering difficulty). Alternatively, the
GM may prefer to apply the target modifier as a negative modifier on the dice roll, i.e. 2D + 4 – 4 >= 8.
MT: Staggering difficulty is equivalent to MT’s Formidable (15+), thus the task is 2D + Skill + (Stat / 5) >= 15. For Maria this is: 2D
+ 4 + 2 >= 15.
TNE: Staggering difficulty is equivalent to TNE’s Impossible, thus the task is d20 <= (Skill + Stat) X ¼. For Maria this is d20 <= 3,
i.e. (9 + 4) / 4 rounded down.
T4: Maria requires 4D <= INT + Forgery. (Note that T4’s Staggering rating of 3.5D is ignored.)
GT: Maria requires 3D <= Forgery + Target Modifier, i.e. 3D <= 16 – 6.
T20: Maria requires d20 + 18 >= 30. (Note that the INT modifier is already factored into the skill check.)
Task definitions should always be used sparingly – the GM should be able to define the difficulty and required skills and
equipment for most tasks using common sense. Where strange skills or equipment are needed, these can usually be listed,
without requiring a full task definition. Where a full task definition is required, use the following format (you don’t need to use
the bold or italics formatting; plain text is fine):
To find a boar:
Difficult Recon (GT: Tracking), or
Difficult Hunting (T20: P/Hunting), or
Formidable Survival
+1 Difficulty if riding at full gallop.
+1 Difficulty if lost.
-1 Difficulty if moving slowly.
Spectacular Success: They have surprised a boar and have one round to act before it reacts.
Success: They have found boar tracks and can begin following them.
Failure: No tracks found.
Spectacular Failure: They have become lost.
+1 Difficulty indicates a harder task (e.g. an Average task becomes Difficult) whereas –1 Difficulty is an easier task
(e.g. Difficult would become Average).
NOTE: This system has been extensively play-tested but suggestions for refinements are always welcome.
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Personality Profiles VI

It’s best to travel with a friend.
This graphic is titled “Over the Edge” © Psyxis
See his work at http://www.deviantart.com/art/Over-the-Edge-422036726
I see my path, but I don't know where it leads.
Not knowing where I'm going is what inspires me to travel it.
– Rosalina De Castro
Colonel Mixial Kelley (Ret.)
Artilleryman for Hire
UPP 89787A, Age 38, Mixed Vilani
Skills: Demolitions - 2, Grav Vehicle - 2, Handgun - 2, Meson Gun - 2, Mass Drivers - 1, Robot Ops - 1,
Sensor Ops - 1, Brawling - 1, Intrusion - 1, Instruction - 1, Ships Boat - 1, Grav Belt - 0, Computer - 0,
Vacc Suit - 0, Electronics - 0, Combat Rifleman - 0, Medical - 0, Bribery - 0
Languages: Anglic (Transform, Native)
Tools and Aids: Most notably a TL 15 portable meson gun sled, use of which is how he earns his living. On his
person? Usually nothing but a pistol and a smartphone (which may or may not work, depending on the existence
and protocols of the local comm net)
Visual: Mildly striking, with sharp features, a light skin shade and somewhat glossy skin. He’s quite fit, looking years
younger than his age. Off-duty, the Colonel dresses more in the Core fashion of a decade ago: standard work shirt,
pants, and boots. On duty, he wears a non-descript Imperial Army cammo, with the badges, insignia and rank
stripped off.
Opening Theme: “Road to Hanna”, Shadowfax, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5XaZ5eWGYA
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Large Gun for Hire
Col. Kelley is something of an enigma. While he dresses like a man from the heart of the Imperium, he speaks like a
local. He’s definitely ex-military, but quite vague as to which military, exactly, he served. The man – and the service
1
crew he pays – sell the services of a 20-ton TL 15 meson grav sled to the highest bidder: a piece of equipment that
would be very useful in the high-tech TL 14 battlegrounds of the ongoing Solomani Rim War.
(As of 993, the Imperium is only nearing the ability to mass-produce TL 15 equipment: portable Imperial meson
ground artillery has barely left the proving grounds, and is only provided to specialized and elite units… not rattling
around in some backwater sector!)

It’s always fun, rattling about on peaceful low-tech worlds like Sakari/Empty Quarter
where the only dangers are environmental. “Only serious Travellers use paper maps!
GPS is for sissies and technology-dependent weaklings!” This graphic is titled “Hiker” © Andreas Rocha
See his work at https://andreasrocha.deviantart.com/art/Hiker-716023198
For almost all the low-mid tech forces circulating in the Imperial Empty Quarter, a meson gun is radical overkill.
Sure: the ability to just ignore all the defenses of a fortified position, and drop a big boom in the heart of the
enemy camp is welcome, but there are far cheaper tools for most such missions. Only if the enemy is deep
underground would this meson gun really be cost effective. And only governments, major corporations and the
most wealthy Noble families can afford Col. Kelley’s services.
“Why, the only major enemy who would be really worthy of his attentions are those high-tech and
surpassingly arrogant Ikonaz pirate groups of Ikon!”
<Dawning realization>
“The Emperor works in mysterious ways, my friend.”

1

For details, see Traveller: The New Era’s Regency Combat Vehicle Guide, “Imperial Meson Artillery Vehicle”,
page 40. Note that the Traveller: TNE rules allow the creation of small meson weapons, instead of requiring
them to be large/ship-mounted, as Classic Traveller expects. The creation flowchart is in the famed Fire,
Fusion and Steel supplement.
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Note that Col. Kelley ‘s business is picking up, but he needs transport for his crew, his equipment (including the 20ton grav sled), and his unique set of skills. A PC group with a suitable ship (for the grav sled, supplies and crew: a
workshop to keep the sled in repair would be a nice bonus) could work out a mutually profitable contract.
Closing Theme: “ROBOT”, Sawano Hiroyuki, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsVhOjSN2fs
The Rukonrifguag
The Rukonrifguag is a makeshift contact group of three Vargr starship crews, who have taken it upon themselves
to provide aid and support to small, nearly forgotten Vargr populations in the hostile Six Subsectors. This task is
undertaken for a variety of reasons: racial pride being the main driver, with intelligence gathering and recruitment
being secondary drivers.
Tertiary reasons also exist, from relocating & reuniting lost pack brothers, to gathering material for lively, best2
selling adventures of danger “deep in human space’ , to doing research for Vargr scientific/demographic surveys.
Of course, if any information on very valuable articles is uncovered, the data may well be sold to pirate bands for
investigation: a nice bounty will be paid out if A) the items are deemed to be worth a raid and B) the items are
successfully stolen.

Imperial (re)settlement of the Imperial Empty Quarter were occasionally stymied, and even reversed,
by earlier Blood Vargr inhabitants. While never as numerous as on the coreside of the Rift,
evidence of remnant populations still occasionally crop up in remote locations.
This graphic is titled “Eastern Exit” © Jaroslaw Marcinek
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Mr-Neyhiru-Arrived-539944467
In the Imperial Empty Quarter, two of the three starships of the Rukonrifguag are fairly new Imperial
Scout/Couriers: Perceptual Constancy and Recursive Loop. The third and largest, the Plata o Plomo, is a typical
aging Far Trader. All of these ships are officially owned and led by human ship owners/captains from the Julian
Protectorate: PCs will need about a year and a small team of highly skilled (and expensive!) lawyers to uncover the
fact that the real owners are shell corporations. Another year – mainly for the journey to Ikon, an exceedingly
powerful Vargr world on the wrong side of the Rift – and ten times the previous legal fees (plus transport and
accommodation costs) will be needed to get the names of the actual Vargr owners of the ships.
As a rule, the Vargr pose (and do the duties of) ships’ crew, with the human captains presenting a face that won’t
turn the locals instantly hostile. The Vargr flat-out don’t trust Imperial humaniti, and prefer to work with humans
from their native Julian Protectorate.
2

This is untrue: The Empty Quarter is only about a sector into human space, not far from the Vargr Extents.
But good sales copy is good sales copy…
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3

Actual ship command & leadership dynamics are interesting. Note that the Julian humans chosen are more
sympathetic to their Vargr co-patriots than to Imperial humaniti.
The details below describe the crew of the Plata o Plomo, the flagship of the Rukonrifguag in the Empty Quarter.
Her stomping grounds are in Udusis subsector, homeported in Irash: but at any given time, there’s a ¼ chance that
she is outside of Udusis subsector, out doing who-knows-what in the rest of the Imperial Empty Quarter.
Group Theme: “River”, Kai Engel, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLDOrnHD-QE

“Look at the bright side: at least there isn’t any air attacks on our position…”
“If a starship suddenly appears over our heads, I’m going to throttle you and your big mouth!”
This graphic is titled “Illistration about WW” © Igor Tovstogan.
See his work at https://igortovstogan.deviantart.com/
Sisut Irkhidiina Baffer
Uneasy lies the head
UPP A2AABA, Age 35, Mixed Vilani
4
Skills: Linguistics - 3 , Combat Rifleman - 3, Heavy Weapon - 2, Recon - 1, Vacc Suit - 1, Admin - 1, Handgun - 1,
Leadership - 1, High-G - 1, Streetwise - 1, Stealth - 1, Brawling - 1, Persuasion - 1, Grav Belt - 1, Equestrian - 1,
Wheeled Vehicle - 0, Grav Vehicle - 0, Computer - 0
Note: Despite being human, the last value in the UPP, “A (10)” refers to Charisma, not Social standing!
Languages: Rrakfugk (Native: an Irilitok Vargr language), Julian Anglic, Irashi Hindi

3

Off the top of my head, the Ikonaz Vilani are used to being (high-ranking) servants of the Ovaghoun Vargr,
while prestigious humans of the Asimikigir Confederation have Panet Relationships with selected Irilitok Vargr,
their former bred slaves, as described in Stellar Reaches #4, page 10. Moreover: note that human society
within the Julian Protectorate has been shaped as much by Vargr cultural norms as by Vilani and (to a
somewhat lesser extent) Solomani ones. And the Vargr place far greater emphasis on fickle charisma than on
any organizational chart or chain of command…
4
The native language is free: two points for two additional languages, and one point for the field of linguistics.
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Tools: While Baffer does have a pistol, it’s usually locked away in his cabin. He also has a set of (cheap) TL-13 Julian
5
battledress, but it was recently ruined while fighting off a pirate band. Baffer is reluctant to let go of his beloved
suit, but repairing it is just far beyond his budget. *sniff*
Visual: To better blend in, Baffer has picked up the local form of Hindi: his dark features and (dyed black) hair helps
to merge with the East Indian crowd. Still, if directly questioned, he will admit his origins in the Julian Protectorate.
A lover of languages and something of a polygot, he’s currently working on picking up Hindi Empty Quarter Trade
Language, before facing the daunting task of learning Modern Vilani…
Opening Theme: Yuki Kajiura, “Canta Per Me (Orchestra)”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IynMZq8V8Q

The Build-up
Baffer was born & raised in Nenkum (Kaasam/Mendan 2524: in 993, B98999E-C), a fairly ordinary world of the
Asimikigir Confederation, the lead member-state of the Julian Protectorate. With the human population of the
world being about 30%...
(the culturally dominant Irilitok Vargr 60%, and a large number of other sophonts – including the original
native inhabitants 5% – compromising the remaining 10%)
…Baffer sees Vargr cultures as the norm. Human cultures and mores as something he respects, and is trying (fairly
successfully) to absorb in the Empty Quarter… but it’s never going to be truly natural for him.

Expedition security work usually turns out to be easy money for mercs, and a way for a fledging unit to get
a good grip on the basics of their trade... without lethal punishment for typical greenhorn mistakes.
This graphic is titled “lost civilization” © Igor Tovstogan.
See his work at https://igortovstogan.deviantart.com/art/lost-civilization-691509932
Joining the planetary army when young, Baffer was given the duties of a marine (don’t ask), wearing battledress in
spaceborne and off-world actions. After mustering out, on a whim he applied for service with a Vargr diplomatic
6
guild, and to his surprise he was accepted! (The Irilitok like humans around them: “They smell comforting. ”)
5

Cold be human, could be Vargr. Both are possible: besides money, additional motivation for the humans may
include racial antagonism – “Why isn’t this man hiring humans, instead of those dogs?” – and the Vargr
motivated by social competition.
6
The consequences of genetic tampering of a slave race goes on and on, long after the chains are gone.
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His journeys and missions eventually led him far from his home system, depositing him on Ikon at the end of his
service. Baffer did a bit of security work for a while: he considered signing on with a Vargr pirate team to help raid
Imperial shipping – “easy money!” – but instead went with the Rukonrifguag. Something in him revolted at the
way the Ikonaz Vargr looked down their snouts at the (locally) poor & low-tech Imperial humans, and he wanted to
hear the other side of the story.

The Rukonrifguag is willing to go far off the beaten path, to contact lost Vargr packs…
packs that didn’t survive on hostile human worlds by being welcoming to strangers.
This graphic is titled “Crimson Tribe” © Andreas Rocha. See his work at
https://www.deviantart.com/art/Crimson-Tribe-722640665

Right Now
Baffer is officially the captain of the Plata o Plomo: even though the ship has never engaged in piracy (…well, not
under the current owners…), the ship keeps on being dinged and harassed by Imperial and local patrols. And it isn’t
just because of the predominantly Vargr crew (which he is learning to keep off-screen when talking to the locals:
“They’ll find out if they board us, but why rush things?”): there’s something else going on. But for the life of him,
he can’t figure it out…
Anyways, besides running interference with locals who get instantly suspicious when a Vargr crew steps off a ship
– the human leader only being somewhat reassuring – Baffer also tries to provide real leadership for the Vargr.
Being of various races and packs, the crew’s pack order is often in flux, with lots of social manoeuvring, trash talk,
and the occasional infighting incident breaking out as things get sorted out. Despite the turbulence, Baffer
occasionally manages to be the actual leader of the crew, and not just the paper leader/human face for the
7
outsiders.
Vargr being Vargr, they naturally detest paper, especially rigid, ‘no flexibility’, zero charisma human paperwork.
Naturally, Baffer gets to deal with it. He’s sharp enough though to gain some insight in how the Imperium
operates, by considering the kinds of questions and numbers the forms ask for… and what they don’t ask for. His

7

His brawling skill helps too. His dexterity is weak, so in a Vargr social fight he tends to be worn down before
his strength can land a solid blow… but if his fist does connect with the light Vargr frame, the fight is half over.
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improving Admin skill has already saved the Plata o Plomo from being impounded, earning him respect… and thus,
invaluable Charisma… from the rest of the crew.

Almost every system of higher than TL A and over a billion inhabitants has her own cloud of space habitats.
In pre-artigrav says, these space cities and stations must be circular, if spin gravity is desired.
But with the rise of artificial gravitational/anti-gravitational fields, a far greater variety of habitats
become possible. This graphic is titled “Marsport” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Jovian-Sail-Ship-306383162

Goals
He doesn’t know exactly what he’s looking for: perhaps something to make him proud of his race… or something
that will prove once and for all that life in the Vargr/human Protectorate is better than the human-run Imperium.
Possibly, he wants to show the locals that there can be real peace between humaniti and the Vargr, or maybe
discover that genes really does trump culture: that Vargr are Vargr and humans are humans, regardless of their
shared history, hostile like in the Quarter or amiable as in the Confederation.
Or when you get right down to it, what he really wants is a hot woman, a warm gun, a fat wallet, and a fast ship.
Whatever it is, he’ll know it when he sees it.
Closing theme: “Indian Summer”, The Dream Academy, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_O3pKrzOiM
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